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NO. 3
ROCK HILL AVIATION

Rock Hill Aviation at
the Rock Hill Municipal
Airport is now operating
under new management.
The company has 1villiam
D. "Bud" Thomas as President and V. Lindsay Hess
as Vice President. Maintenance is handled by
Clark Wright and Harion
Lloyd, who were formerly
with Cannon Aircraft at
the Charlotte Municipal

Clark Wright & Harion Lloyd
Airport. The maintenance department is equipped to furnish
major and minor aircraft maintenance, specializing in sheet
metal l'lork, painting and rebuilding. Bud Thomas and Lindsay
Hess are pilots and flight instructors for the company.
Charter service, including a Twin Beech, is available in addition to flight training. Other services include aircraft
rental, storage and refueling.
The Rock Hill Airport is located northwest of the city.
It has a paved and lighted 3500 foot runway and a unioom.
Rock Hill Aviation provides 24 hour service and plan to have
an FAA approved shop in the near future.
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After three years of practice and experience, The
Citadel Sport Parachute Team with the approval of General
Mark Clark~ President of the Citadel is now ready to
sponsor their First Competitive Invitational Parachute
Meet.
T11is planned event has be e n scheduled for 2-3 Hay ,
1964, and wi ll be held at Walterboro Airport . Invitations
to this competition have been accepted by 27 :)a~:acl:uto
clubs. Included in the 1'1eet uill lJe 5 U. S . Hari ne Cln1H:l
7 . U. s. ArMy Clubs, 4 Sky-Diving Cluhs fro m Flo:;_~i da ; also
Clemson , 1vest Point, Citadel teaMs. I nvitations have be en
exte nded to teams from the University of Mississi ppi~
Stetson University, Nonvich University, ami the Air I"oroe
Academy . Each team wi ll consist of a minir.mm of three
members and a maximum of t1velve r'1e:r1bers. The proc;:;:·ar'l ~,ril l
begin at 8:00 A. H. each morning and \Ji ll be under the
direction of Capt. A. F. Weickharclt, U. s. A"!..r Force
Advi sor to th~ c;itadel Team and Sgt. lst. Class T . E .
Huckabee. On Saturday, jumps will be fro m an alU.tucle
from 3400 feet to 5100 feet. On Snnd ay up to 7200 feet.
Atte ndance for the t1vo day m.eet is expected to exceed 8000
spectators. Ticlce ts f or the event are $ 1. 00 for arl1:l ts
and .50¢ for students . Anyone desiring additional information should w-rite Capt. A. F . 1•/e ic lchardt at t 1e
Cit ade l.
LET'S NOT KILL THE GOOSE THAT LAYS THE GOLDEH EGG
There are lots of cor:nnunications c hnnne ls, but they
are al l provided to serve some specific purpose , and to
serve you we ll. Careful and considerate use will assure
their usefu lness to everybody. I mprope r, careless or
indiscriminate use can foul up the lvor1cs for everyone .
ATC will assign IFR flights the proper frequency
to put you in touch lvith the proper controller . Use the
one you are assigned--unless you have difficulty- -ot ~er
wise you c an turn up as a "surprise " to some AIFJ.lC sector
controller Hho is not involved 1-dth your fli~;!1t, causing
delay and possible co nfus ion. AllTC Center frequencies
should normally not be used unless ATC has advised you
to us e one. If you have a fli ght plan to file, please
try to file it befo r e hand through a Fligh t Service
Station, enroute Rad io, or via telephone.
Rememher 9 frequencies are busy these days. So be sure
to listen before transmitting-to make sure the circuit is
not busy.
(Jeppesen & Co.)
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REGULATORY GUIDE FOR SPORT PARACHUTISTS
A convenient free guide to the Federal rules and
regulations governing sport parachuting in the United
States has been issued by the Federal Aviation Agency.
Purpose of the guide is to familiarize parachutists, and pilots who carry them, with their responsibilities under the Federal Aviation Regulations for the
safe conduct of sport jumps. Emphasis is g iven to regulatory areas which have been particularly troublesome to parachutis ts and parachute clubs.
F'o r example, the guide lists the various type of
jumps '\vhich require prior FM authorization or approval
under Part 105 of the Federal Aviation Re gu lations and
explains the notification proceduresG Clearance-fr o~
clouds requirements and visibility minimums for - in= ·
tentional jumps also are summarized.
In addition, information is provided on parachute
standards and the rules governing the manufacturer,
alteration, repair and packing of this equipment.
Free copies of the guide, (Adisory Circular AC
105~1) 1 may be obtained by writ ing IIQ-436 7 FAA,
Washington , D. c.
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!lliW PRIVATE PILOTS HANDBOOK

FAA_ 9 s Flight Standards Service new Private Pi lot
Handboolc of Aeronautical Know·ledge, just publi sheu, i.E~
available from the Superintendent of Docu~ents, U. s.
Government Printing Office, Washington, D. C .-20402 ,
for $2.50. This is a compilation of several previous
FJLI\. manua ls brought up to date and profusely illustratec:
in color.
It covers all that a pri vate p ilot needs
to knov; in respect to theoretical knowledge concerning
principles of fli gh t 9 lleather, navigation, aircraft and
engine operations, instruments, and radio communications
FAA rules and regulations are the only subjects not
covered in these pages because they are revised from
time to time. Th is is a most handy book for anyone
preparin:; for his private written exar•ts. For the older
pilot ·who haven't taken an FAA exam for 15 or 20 years
it is a good refresher or reference manual.
f.fAH.ION-:t-IDLLINS AIRPORT
Hedium intensity lights r_ave been installed at the
Marion-Hullins Airport and will be in operation from sun
set to sunrise.
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FEDERAL AVIATION AGENCY
VFR EXAM-0-GRAM" NO. 21
FLYING INTO UNFAVORABLE WEATHER
How many times have you overheard or perhaps made similar statements yourself- "Let's go,
we don't need weather, we'll make it okay." All too often a departing pilot merely glances at or
completely ignores weather reports and forecasts because of a biased opinion that "weathermen
never hit it right anyway". True, ceiling and visibility reports are sometimes estimated and a
forecast is for conditions likely to occur; but if you don't utilize this information, your flight
may be full of unhappy surprises. Accident investigation statistics continue to reveal "flight into
unfavorable weather" as the chief cause of VFR fatal accidents. Results of FAA written examinations confirm that many pilots lack an adequate understanding of weather information.
WHY DO PILOTS FLY INTO UNFAVORABLE WEATHER?
1.

GO-ITUS -- "I gotta get there • . . "; "I don't have time to wait." This is a
condition that usually converts HOT PILOTS into COLD BODIES, and is a most
difficult "disease" to cure. This attitude can be controlled only through sound
reasoning and judgment by the individual.

2.

MISINTERPRETATION OF FORECASTS AND REPORTS-- "It looks like VFR
• . . "; "aw, it's good enough." Applicant performance on FAA written examinations indicate that the problem lies not in reading the data, but in knowing
just what it means in terms of expected weather conditions.

3.

FAILURE TO KEEP ABREAST OF WEATHER CHANGES-- Weather conditions
do change, and the best way to keep informed en route is to listen to in-flight
advisories and scheduled broadcasts 15 and 45 minutes past each hour.

4.

IGNORING IN-FLIGHT WEATHER SIGNS -- "It's just a little shower . . . ";
"just a few puffs of clouds." Rarely does weather suddenly go bad with no warning.
Signs of deteriorating weather should be learned and observed by the VFR pilot.
ARE YOU "WEATHER WISE" OR OTHERWISE?

DOES A STATION REPORT OF VFR CEILING MEAN ENROUTE VFR? NO, the ceiling reported
is the height above the reporting point only. It must also be related to thesurrounding and en
route terrain to determine if adequate VFR separation can be maintained between stations. (See
Exam-0-Gram 20.) Additionally, unreported conditions between stations may be lower than
those reported at the stations.
IS REPORTED VISIBILITY THE SAME AS VISIBILITY ALOFT? NO, the reported visibility is
the visibility at the surface only. Conditions aloft may restrict flight visibility more or less than
that reported. (See Exam-0-Gram 20.) Cockpit visibility in precipitation is further reduced by
rain, drizzle, or snow spreading over the windshield. Forward visibility in a light snowfall may
be zero due to the relative horizontal movement of the snow. Sunlight reflecting off haze or dust
aloft reduces the visibility considerably.
WHAT CAN BE LEARNED FROM TEMPERATURE REPORTS? High temperatures reduce takeoff
and landing performance. (See Exam-0-Gram 11.) Low temperatures reflect the approximate
freezing level and the areas of possible icing in precipitation. Sudden temperature changes
reveal the relative position of a front and its associated weather.
WHAT IS THE SIGNIFICANCE OF DEW POINT? Specifically, a dew point value relatively close
(2° - 5°) to the air temperature is indicative of the probability of fog, low clouds, or precipitation.
*Exam-0-Grams are non-directive in nature and are
issued solely as an information service to individuals
interested in Airman Written Examinations.
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WHY SHOULD THE REPORTED WIND DATA BE NOTED? The velocity and direction of the sur
face wind should be related to the runway at the point of intended landing to determine the degre
of cross wind. Wind data also reflects the degree of turbulence to expect. A sudden shift in
direction often reveals the position of frontal weather relative to a station.
OF WHAT VALUE IS THE ALTIMETER SETTING? Correct cruising altitudes and adequate vertical clearance are dependent on the application of altimeter settings. A rapid and continual drop
in pressure {altimeter setting) forewarns of approaching inclemmt weather.
WHAT IS A PIREP AND WHERE IS IT FOUND? A PffiEP is a report of weather conditions at
flight altitude, particularly between stations, seen by the pilot instead of the ground observer.
Reports are often broadcast, and a pilot report summary is disseminated hourly to stations by
teletype. Cloud base and top reports are found in the Remarks section of sequence reports.
ARE YOU GETTING THE REAL PICTURE FROM FORECASTS AND REPORTS? Only when thE
above are considered in analyzing forecasts and reports will you have the full story.
WHAT ARE SOME OF THE WEATHER SIGNPOSTS AND THEffi WARNINGS?
Blowing Dust -- turbulence, poor visibility at low levels, particularly into the sun.
Low Layer of Haze -- possible fog or stratus cloud in early morning or late evening;
poor visibility, particularly into the sun.
Light Puffs of Clouds at Low Levels -- probable fog or stratus cloud, particularly in
early morning or late evening.
Ragged Cloud Base -- turbulence, erratic visibility, possible precipitation.
Bulbous Cloud Base -- turbulence, possible precipitation, conducive to TORNADOES.
Roll-Type Clouds --DANGEROUS turbulence, dust and poor visibility, hazardous
landing conditions, subsequent precipitation.
Line of Heavy Dark Clouds -- SEVERE turbulence, dust and poor visibility, hazardous
landing conditions, precipitation, hail.
Opening in Wall of Dark Clouds {SUCKER HOLE) -- DANGEROUS turbulence, possible
precipitation and poor visibility as the hole is entered.
Gradual Lowering and Thickening of the Ceiling -- inadequate terrain clearance,
possible widespread precipitation, and fog.
Near Freezing Temperature -- poor visibility in precipitation with ice forming on the
windshield as well as the aircraft structure.

------------------------------------------------------------------------THE 180° TURN IS AVIATION'S BEST SAFETY DEVICE -- IF USED PRIOR TO BEING
ENVELOPED BY ADVERSE WEATHER. DON'T BE A "PUSHER" INTiiE"'hope THAT
THE WEATHER WILL GET BETTER!
Prepared by FAA Flight Standards Service
Operations Airman Examination Section
5300 South Portland
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73119
FAAAC645J
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PIREPS
(Excerpts from a Bullentin by Stanley Lacey)
U. s. Weather Bureau

There is one way in which every pilot can help improve
his aviation weather service system, that doesn't require
any additional cost or equipment or any great effort. This
'vay is to form a habit of filing PiflEPS on eve ry flight. It
t~kes only ' the effo~t reqtiired to make a ~hort radio .transmission to the nearest FSS telling; "tvhat weather is observed
at your flight level and position. This information then is
fed into the system for use by other pilots, me teorolo g i sts
and briefers in making flight decisions, forecasts, and in
providing more complete weather briefings. There i~ no
substitute for these first-hand accounts Q~ in=flig~weather
conditions and no other source except the pilot.
PIREPS require no special language or format, so there
is no system to learn. The location and extent of the
weather reported must be given 9 and the identification and
type of aircraft shou!td be given 9 especially when reporting icing or turbulence. Beyond thatv there are no requirements. Your des cri p tion of the weather condition will
be rewor
if necessary by the FSS receiving the report
to better fit the communications systemP which requires
economy of words.
The type of i nf ormation 1vhich is needed is simply
that lvhich you would want to have if you \vere on the
ground--height s of bases and tops of clouds; visibility;
precipitation, if any;. information on icing and turbul=
ence. These items answer most of general aviation~s
questions. Other useful information such as outside air
temperature 9 wind direction and speed, and cloud types
may be given if you wish, but the first items listed
are of primary importance.
After you have transmi tte<l an in-flight 1veather
report to a flight Service Station it goes into a complex
communicatlons system for distribution to all p ossible
users. The FSS '"'ill re~broadcast it for the benefit of
othe r pilots in the local area, and trans mit it over
lone-line teletyp ewriter to the 1feather Bureau Flight
Advisory w-ea ther Service (FAWS) center 1.vhere PIREPS fron
all the FAWS area are summarized hourly and transmitted
over the Service A teletypewriter circuits to all nations.
This sumnarization of reports is required because the
limited amount of time available on the circuits makes
it desirable to eliminate duplicate reports, and to

in the summary since it may have been duplicated by a
later report or superseded by more urgent information.
Urgent PIHEPS (those concerning severe weather ) get
special handling and are entered directly on service A
without delay by the receiving station. These will also
appear in the summary on Service A and 1.1'ill be broadcast
by the FSS at once , for the benefit of listening pilots.
Surface weather observations are made at points
usually no farther than 150 miles apart--however, every
pi lot kno1-rs that a 1 ot of weather can occur along a 150
r;1ile stretch that observing stations will not report
siml)ly becau se it can't be seen. The PIREP serves to fill
this gap between stations. Surface observing stations
have no ability to obs·erve and measure cloud tops, icing
or turbulence, although they have some ability to forec ast these. The PIREP serves to verify or negate these
forecasts,· not only helping pilots, but als6 providing
forecasters with checks on their work enabling more
progress to be nade in forecast accuracy .
Developing or rapidly changing weather systems are
often detected first by pilots , since many of the changes
occur first in the upper air . Forecasts most often go
som~ due to errors in timing. PII-mPS assist tremendously
in pin-pointing accelerations or decelerations in moving systems, and thus help the forecaster keep up 1vith
the situation . Upper cloud layers not visible from the
ground are often indicators of further storm developnent
uhich uill ler.d to a chcmge in the forecast. The pilot
can report this several hours before the next raQios onde
observation is scheduled . This can save dollars and time
for other pilcts , by e~abling them to reschedule operatic:~s to meet the changing situations .
No doubt soEie of you have been contacted at one
time or a.nothor for PIREPS . I<,AA has issued instructions
to its F'light Service Stations to solicit in-flight information under certain 1veather conditions, as a standing O-;Jerating procedure .
In addition , reports may be
requested when needed by a ~<'BAS or FSS for specific
1ve ather or flight assistance problems , or when needed
to describe bet'l'ieen-st ation i¥eather in mountainous areas.
When you hear a request for PIREPS, you can be sure that
the aviation weather system is working for you. This is
an indication of the importEmce attached to PIREPS. Like
other 1veather information PIREPS are very perishable,
and must he continuously updated, the same as surface
and other observations.
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AIR CRUISE
The Flying Optometris~have completed plans for a
flying cruise to the Bahamas, April 5th through lOth. The
flight will begin with a briefing for all pilots at Butler
Aviation, West Palm Beach International Airport, April 5th.
On Monday, April 6th the group will fly to \vest End
and will spend the first night at the Grand Bahama Hotel.
On Tuesday they will fly to the Marsh Harbor Airport on
Great Abaco Island, Wednesday on to Eleuthera. Thursday
night 'vill be spent in Nassau and the group will return to
West Palm Beach on Friday, April lOth.
The Flying Optometrists have an excellent cruise planned
and by going as a group, have secured very good rates. The
cost for meals and lodging will be $120.00 per couple. They
welcome other optometrists who are not aircraft o'vners and
also aircraft owners who are not optometrist to join the
cruise. Anyone wishing additional information should contact Dr. Clarence L. McEachern at 1824 Washington Street,
Columbia, s. C., Phone AL-63157.

